
A sample of proposals /rejections etc,, 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear John, 
Good to speak with you today. To recap the proposal format, we would be looking for 3 things: 
  
Brief description of the subject (Morris Park Crew) and the proposed book; 
  
Outline or suggested table of contents; 
  
Sample illustrations (15-20), representing the types of visual material available. 
  
As I mentioned, the project as you described it may lend itself more to a kind of non-fiction cultural history 
approach, as opposed to an “art book.” Either one is interesting to us, but the approach of making a more 
mainstream narrative—with illustrations—might be more in your interest, in terms of reaching the widest 
audience. 
  
I look forward to hearing from you. Best, 
Chris Lyon ( Prestel) 
 
*Based on Cap threatening to sue project failed! Put back another year! 
  

 
 

Hi John,  

 
Dear John, 

  
The acquisitions team has come back to me regarding your proposal.  Since we have a similar book now 
in the works, they ask that you come back to us in 12 months, if you have not found another publisher by 
then. 

  
Sincerely, 
Karen Choppa 
Schiffer Publishing Ltd. 

 

I would like to know if you would be interested in doing a book about the MPC 
> > crew( Morris Park Crew) from the Bronx N.Y.This is the same MPC that was 

> > trusted into the spotlight by our most famous member Cap in the 1983 PBS 

> > documentary Style Wars. We dont see it as a typical Graffiti book but, rather 
> > real life stories spanning 3 generations with the foundation being 

> > Graffiti.Obviously based on the state of the economy and the flood in the 
> > market with Graffiti books we can easily make a picture with text book. All of 

> > which would be more than open for discussion. Thank You for your time John F. 
> > Lorne Slip MPC,,,,, 

> >  

> > John F. Lorne 

 



Thanks for writing - I am familiar with mpc. I am sure you guys have great 

> content for a book. I am sorry to say at this time my hands are full. Best 
> of luck! 

> -- 
> Roger Gastman / R. ROCK ENTERPRISES 

> 3111 Los Feliz Blvd. Suite 100 / Los Angeles, CA 90039 

 

 

 

 

Dear Mr. Lorne,  

  

Thank you for submitting a book proposal to Brown Walker Press. We specialize in the publication of serious 

nonfiction, scientific and political books. Although your work sounds interesting, it is not quite what we are looking 

for and would probably be difficult for us to publish successfully.  

  

I wish you every success in finding a suitable publisher for your manuscript.  

  

Kindest regards,  

Jeff Young  

Dear John, 

  
thanks a lot for your fast reply and dont worry about any delays, as jobs are sometimes keeping us very 
busy besides the work which is more essential to bring out to the people. 
Thank you very much for being able to compensate me for my efforts and work. With this, I can take a big 
step towards you and do not need to worry when my budget might be finished. I think this will be essential 
to make this book very wide and deep.  
I am also wishing you good luck to find a publisher. Normally publishers will set up a time-frame for us, so 
once you have it, we might need to talk deeper. I am also not sure about contracts, etc and how this will 
be arranged, as this book is more like a commission for me. We also should think about the name, who 
shall appear on the cover as author, etc. Also, when you are paying my effords to work this book out, the 
royalties of the book can be either shared between your crew, Blade as foreword writer and me. Or MPC 
will receive all royalties or we can put the money in some of the social projects, that you are working on. 
I do not know your budget for this project, but I can also be able to write the book in English. This would 
require me to take a lot of looks in a dictionary to find suitable and more literally interesting words. With a 
publisher we are in a lucky situation to have an editor, who can work on my English text. I know, that I 
have a lack of English words and I occasionally mix German grammar with English grammar. But I think 
we can work it out in a good way. Once the publisher is aware, that I am writing the book, they will also 
have some thoughts about this issue, what will work best for them? I mean, no publisher can allow to 
have an English text with many mistakes inside, so they will definitely edit it. In general, you and your 
crew will be the first, who will see my final texts, before it goes to the publisher, because when I do this 
book for you, I want to be 100% sure, that you are all are happy with the texts and arrangements. 
I know very well, that some graffiti writers from the past and present are very proud of themselves and 
see themselves better than others. I can tell you many stories from the experiences I had with my graffiti 
books. But when you have 98% of all your crew members on board, we can easily go around Cap and 
take the stories from other sources. But let’s see, what can be done. 
What really fascinated me about your book proposal were the stories that you mentioned. There are really 
not many book out about these stories and for me these stories behind graffiti are very much interesting 



for me as well. And I also think, that it is needed to write down these stories too, rather than only present 
the pictures, which are only a result of a social evolution. 
I will now wait for your reply and your call, so that we can discuss everything in detail by mouth. It makes 
it a lot more easier and faster to speak by mouth. 

  
Until then, thanks again and hear from you soon, 
Take care 
Nicholas Ganz 
 
 
 
 
 

Hello John,  

My name is Bjorn and Im writing from Dokument Press in Sweden. 

I heard from Henry Chalfant that you are working on a book about 
MPC, and that you might be looking for a publisher.  

If this is correct i would be very interested in hearing more. 

Thanks 

 
Best regards 
 
Björn Almqvist 

 
 

 

 
Hi John,  

 
Im sorry to see that we won't be working together more on this book. It’s a project I felt strong for. 

 

But i understand your decision to work with a publisher closer to home and that you want to go with your 
original vision. 

 
I wish you the best of luck and I’m looking forward to see the book when its ready, I’m sure it will be 

great. 

 
Vänliga hälsningar 
Best regards 
 
Björn Almqvist 
------------------------------------------- 
Dokument Press 
Box 773, 120 02 Årsta, Sweden 
Phone: +46(0)8-13 33 32 
bjorn@dokument.org 
http://www.dokument.org 
 

 
 

9 mar 2011 kl. 01.03 skrev John Lorne: 

 
Yes its true, Listen Bjorn since Ive been dealing with you folks at Dokument  (which I am thankful). We 

have had some serious interest in the book by another publisher here in the states (Schiffer).In any case 
after agonizing about what we think is best for the book we have decided to go with Schiffer as our 

mailto:malcolm@dokument.org
http://www.dokument.org/


publisher. The deciding factors and the biggest is that there here in the States which for us makes it easy 

to deal with. The other and important was they were interested in the vision we have for the book. And 
finally we have a friend who has a few books through them Paul Cavalieri. His latest will drop here in 

April called from the platform N.Y. graffiti 1983-1989.So with that being said I want to thank you for all of 
your time and effort in trying to realize this project. It has been a pleasure dealing with you. Ultimately it 

came down to what we think is best for the project, Thanks again Bjorn, I would have called you but, it’s 

too damn expensive lol,,,All the best,, 

 

 
Im sorry to see that we won't be working together more on this book. Its a project i felt strong for. 

 
But i understand your decision to work with a publisher closer to home and that you want to go with your 

original vision. 

 
I wish you the best of luck and im looking forward to see the book when its ready, im sure it will be 

great. 
 
Vänliga hälsningar 
Best regards 
 
Björn Almqvist 
------------------------------------------- 
Dokument Press 
Box 773, 120 02 Årsta, Sweden 
Phone: +46(0)8-13 33 32 
bjorn@dokument.org 
http://www.dokument.org 
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